Abstract: A deep reading of Hardin (1968) reveals that he had a lot more to say about the use and regulation of resources such as fisheries than he is given credit for in the literature. It appears that he is typically cited just so that authors can use the phrase "tragedy of the commons" to invoke the specter of looming catastrophe and then tie that to whatever solution they have proposed. We argue in this contribution that there is a lot more in Hardin's essay that either contradicts or greatly complicates the arguments he is cited as an authority for.
Introduction
Hardin's "Tragedy of the Commons" is a simple and highly effective metaphor that has stuck with us. Rational economic actors who have no limit on the amount of a resource they can extract will overexploit and destroy common pool resources:
Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the commons…But this is the conclusion reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing the commons. Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd without limit-in a world that is
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limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons ( [1] , p. 1224).
Hardin is making a simple argument. Greed or self-interest is not always good and the invisible hand is not to be trusted to make socially optimal choices in these situations. However, since its popularization, the invisible hand has "ever since interfered with positive action based on rational analysis" because it incorrectly promotes the assumption "that decisions reached individually will, in fact be the best decisions for an entire society" ( [1] , p. 1244). Hardin suggests two possible solutions for the problem of overexploitation of common pool resources; sell them off as private property or keep them as public property and allocate the right to use them ( [1] , p. 1245).
In fisheries policy literature there is a trend surrounding the use of Hardin's "tragedy of the commons", which is invoked, followed by a reference to the "race to fish" [2] and then privatization of a fishery is suggested as a solution. This leaves the readers with the thought that Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQ), or catch shares are required to address an ongoing tragedy for the commons, but in reality they are addressing a different issue-the maximization of economic rent and economic efficiency [3] . A few exceptions to this general tendency are [4, 5] .
The majority of the fish caught around the globe are within the 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of one nation or another [6] . For the most part, articles citing the tragedy of the commons concern the management of the fisheries of developed countries. Deploying the tragedy of the commons for these fisheries is inappropriate because Hardin's article was specifically aimed at open access resources (pastures open to all). The coastal fisheries of developed countries (provided they do not stray into the high seas) are de jure not part of the type of commons imagined by Hardin. This is perfectly clear from a legal perspective. Although the main thrust of the resource related articles of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) concern the exploitation of oil and gas and subsurface minerals, Articles 56 and 61 also cover the ownership of fish. They read:
Article 56 Rights, jurisdiction and duties of the coastal State in the exclusive economic zone 1. In the exclusive economic zone, the coastal State has: (a) sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural resources, whether living or non-living, of the waters superjacent to the seabed and of the seabed and its subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the economic exploitation and exploration of the zone, such as the production of energy from the water, currents and winds.
Article 61
Conservation of the living resources 1. The coastal State shall determine the allowable catch of the living resources in its exclusive economic zone.
2. The coastal State, taking into account the best scientific evidence available to it, shall ensure through proper conservation and management measures that the maintenance of the living resources in the exclusive economic zone is not endangered by over-exploitation. As appropriate, the coastal State and competent international organizations, whether subregional, regional or global, shall cooperate to this end.
These two articles make it clear that the signatory coastal nations of UNCLOS own the fish in their EEZ and have a mandatory responsibility to determine and enforce a total allowable catch. Every major fishing nation, save the United States of America, has signed the treaty. Despite not signing the treaty the United States still recognizes these sections as codifications of existing customary international law ( [7] , p. 29). The same basic principles can be seen in the domestic legislation of developed fishing nations.
Simply put, the capital-intensive fisheries in developed countries are currently not a commons in the sense that Hardin used. The fish have an owner (the state) and the owner has agreed to restrictions on the number of fish caught. A simple thought experiment in the same style as Hardin's shows this easily. Instead of a herdsmen moving cattle onto pasture, we shall imagine a strange fishing boat setting out nets or traps in a commonly fished area. What would the consequences be? Would the other fishers sit idly by? Would the state? No, they would not. Depending on how feisty the fishers or state actors were feeling, we would expect a range of consequences to new fishers moving into a fishery or violating regulations. There could be a fine. Your nets or traps could be destroyed, or your boat set on fire [8] . The fishing authorities could shoot at you, arrest you and confiscate your boat [9] . There are de jure and de facto obligations and rights (or privileges) of access to these fisheries and being caught violating them will lead to consequences, in most cases.
If this is the case, why is Hardin's work so widely cited in literature? He is cited widely because he is the frequent victim of drive-by-citation. The tragedy of the commons is invoked because it sounds good, not for what Hardin was actually advocating. For example:
It is by now widely recognized (Scott, 1955; Neher et al., 1989; Shotton, 2000) that the basic problem of economic inefficiency in fisheries-often referred to as the common property problem (Gordon, 1954) and, more dramatically, the tragedy of the commons (Hardin, 1968 )-stems fundamentally from inadequate or lacking property rights in the underlying natural resources, namely, the fish stocks and their ocean habitat. Due to this lack of property rights, trades in the natural resources cannot occur. As a result markets cannot form and, consequently, there are no market forces to guide behavior to the common good in the way made famous by Adam Smith (1776) and many authors after him. ( [10] , p. 244).
This theme of there being only two options, privatization leading to conservation and wealth or the waste of the resource under the "tragedy of the commons" is common:
How natural resources contribute to economic development largely depends upon whether they become assets, nurtured by users, or whether rents are dissipated through a "tragedy of the commons." Maximizing the rental stream requires a system of property rights that avoids a competitive race for rents and instills incentives for conservation of the resource and efficient production from it. The alternative of open access leads to excessive short-term output, underinvestment, and limited trade, reducing the wealth and welfare of those whose livelihoods often depend upon the natural resource. ( [11] , p. 79).
These quotes are typical of the school of thought in the literature that advocates for the implementation of ITQs and certainly gives the impression that Hardin was advocating for widespread privatization of fisheries and reliance on the "invisible hand" to solve difficult social and allocation issues:
The structure of property rights has long been considered one of the most important factors affecting economic development and efficiency. For common-pool resources, where yields are rivalrous and use is only partially excludable, the absence of controls over access leads to the "tragedy of the commons." Fisheries provide the classic case of open access, where market failures arise, in part, because agents are unable to contract to exclude others and prevent rent dissipation. One solution to the problems of open access is the "privatization of the commons" or the creation of individual private property rights for common-pool resources. ( [12] , p. 680)
We do not believe this to be a correct reading of Hardin's essay. Once some form of total allowable catch is set we are outside the main thrust of Hardin's tragedy. His driving concern was overexploitation, not allocation. However, there are aspects of Hardin's essay that could be usefully invoked in the fisheries context and indeed in arguments for ITQs.
What Hardin's Article Was Actually About
If Hardin's article is not a rallying cry for the privatization of public resources, what does it actually stand for and what was Hardin advocating for? Hardin's first point is this: some problems do not have technical solutions. Science can mitigate or delay a problem for a time but eventually a hard choice has to be made. Some people do not like to acknowledge that some problems have no technical solutions because doing so may result in the reduction of their status as the experts.
Hardin's Second Major Point
In the case where there are no certain technical solutions to a problem, hard choices are required and some system of evaluating those choices must be developed. Incommensurables must be compared. For Hardin, developing criteria for comparing different policy goals and outcomes is the real challenge:
"We want the maximum good per person; but what is good? To one person it is wilderness, to another it is ski lodges for thousands. To one it is estuaries to nourish ducks for hunters to shoot; to another it is factory land. Comparing one good with another is, we usually say, impossible because goods are incommensurable. Incommensurables cannot be compared. Theoretically this may be true; but in real life incommensurables are commensurable. Only a criterion of judgment and a system of weighting are needed. In nature the criterion is survival. Is it better for a species to be small and hideable, or large and powerful? Natural selection commensurates the incommensurables. The compromise achieved depends on a natural weighting of the values of the variables.
The problem for years ahead is to work out an acceptable theory of weighting. Synergistic effects, nonlinear variation, and difficulties in discounting the future make the intellectual problem difficult, but not (in principle) insoluble." ([1], p. 1244)
We think that much of the literature has missed this key point. Proponents of ITQs tend to downplay or sideline distributional and social equity issues as a problem for someone else to solve [12] [13] [14] . The focus is on "economic efficiency" and the aim is always the maximization of efficiency with the goal of allowing private industry to capture supernormal profits.
The Tragedy of the Commons
Hardin's article uses the metaphor of "tragedy of the commons". However, he introduces this metaphor for the purposes of debunking the idea that laissez-fair markets produce socially optimal outcomes without state regulation:
We can make little progress…until we exorcize the spirit of Adam Smith…In economic affairs, The Wealth of Nations (1776) popularized the "invisible hand," the idea that an individual who "intends only his own gain", is as it were, "led by an invisible hand to promote…the public interest". ( [1] , p. 1244)
Hardin's position is that since its invention, Adam Smith's invisible hand has "ever since interfered with positive action based on rational analysis, namely, the tendency to assume that decisions reached individually will, in fact, be the best decisions for an entire society." ([1], p. 1244) The "tragedy of the commons" is introduced to rebut the invisible hand ([1], p. 1244):
The rebuttal to the invisible hand…is to be found in a scenario first sketched in a little-known pamphlet…We may well call it "the tragedy of the commons,"… ( [1] , p. 1244) This is probably the most over emphasized point in the entire essay. Hardin has a lot of interesting and important things to say that get glossed over in the rush to either apply this model as an excuse for enclosures or decry it for its historical (or legal) inaccuracies. Adam Smith's theory of the invisible hand suffers from similar readings. In Smith's eyes the market did not always lead to favourable outcomes and licensing schemes developed to restrict access to industry were harmful to the public [15] .
Hardin's Solution to the Tragedy
The way Hardin is cited in fisheries policy literature seems to suggest that his solution to the tragedy was the complete privatization of all public resources. In actual fact, his article put forward a range of possible solutions, one of which happens to have been the sale of public resources to private interest ( [1] , p. 1245). However, when it comes to resources like fisheries he seems to favour taxation or state regulation over private property. In Hardin's view, private property rights are sometimes not enough to avert the tragedy of the commons. When property cannot be readily contained or demarcated, regulations and taxation in conjunction with property rights might be more appropriate:
The rational man finds that his share of the costs of the wastes he discharges into the commons is less than the cost of purifying his wastes before releasing them. Since this is true for everyone, we are locked into a system of "fouling our own nest," so long as we behave only as independent, rational free-enterprisers. The tragedy of the commons as a food basket is averted by private property, or something formally like it. But the air and the waters surrounding us cannot readily be fenced, and so the tragedy of the commons as a cesspool must be prevented by different means, by coercive laws or taxing devices… ([1], p. 1245) We believe that Hardin would view fisheries as one of these situations where the tragedy of the commons is best solved by the institution of coercive laws or taxes rather than, or in addition to, private property. In fact, much of the literature on ITQs recognizes that ITQs will require increased enforcement and monitoring [16, 17] . Without this monitoring and enforcement the temptation to quota bust, high grade and discard by-catch will actually result in over fishing, rent dissipation or even exploitation to the point of extinction [16] .
Hardin Did Not Advocate For Less Regulation
After laying out the "tragedy of the commons" Hardin makes the case for instituting flexible and adaptable laws. Dealing with the tragedy of the commons will require the creation and empowerment of regulatory oversight bodies-bodies that have the power to enact and enforce regulation in the best interests of society and over the objections of specific interest groups. These regulatory bodies will need to be set up in such a way as to avoid regulatory capture and caprice:
Bureau administrators, trying to evaluate the morality of acts in the total system, are singularily liable to corruption, producing a government by men, not laws…The great challenge facing us now is to invent the corrective feedbacks that are needed to keep custodians honest. We must find ways to legitimate the needed authority of both the custodians and the corrective feedbacks. ([1] , p. 1246)
Hardin is most frequently cited for the 'private property' aspect of his essay and not this crucial point. Hardin is trying to lay out both the moral basis for environmental regulation and methods for preventing its misuse. Given his reasoning it is contradicting to see proponents of ITQs cite Hardin and then argue for self-regulation. [13, 17] 
Regulation versus Persuasion
Hardin also takes a strong stance against relying on morals and values to temper or shape the effect of private markets on the environment. In his view, appeals to conscience and propaganda are in the long run ineffective-it is foolish to set up a system that rewards certain behavior (over-fishing, quota busting, discarding, and high-grading) and expect moral suasion to substitute for effective enforcement:
Some people have proposed massive propaganda campaigns to instill responsibility into the nation's (or world's) breeders. But what is the meaning of the word responsibility in this context? Is it not merely a synonym for the word conscience? When we use the word responsibility in the absence of substantial sanctions are we not trying to browbeat a free man in a commons into acting against his own interest? Responsibility is a verbal counterfeit for a substantial quid pro quo. It is an attempt to get something for nothing. (…) "Responsibility," says this philosopher "is the product of definite social arrangements." Notice that Frankel calls for social arrangements-not propaganda. ([1], p. 1247) Instead of propaganda without financial compensation, the solution for Hardin is coercion. The whole point of this exercise is to produce responsibility for actions. You cannot create responsibility without coercion and sanctions. Sometimes prohibitions are called for and sometimes coercion:
We need not actually forbid a citizen to park as long as he wants to; we need merely make it increasingly expensive for him to do so. Not prohibition, but carefully biased options are what we offer him. A Madison Avenue man might call this persuasion; I prefer the greater candor of the word coercion. ([1] , p. 1247)
We can think of two ways that this aversion to propaganda applies to the fisheries context. The first is the environmental movement's attempts to shape consumer preferences and pressuring fish producers to adopt environmentally friendly fishing techniques. A case can probably be made that these efforts have been ineffective except where money has also been involved-whales are still caught for food despite massive protests, etc. The second area where this might apply is community based fisheries management, but again we think in the community setting moral arguments are always implicitly backed by sanctions such as expulsion from the community, loss of standing, or violence.
Hardin also makes the point that broad stakeholder participation is required for a solution to be effective and legitimate:
The only kind of coercion I recommend is mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon by the majority of the people affected. ([1] , p. 1247)
One of the stakeholders frequently left out is the general public. To be fair this is true of both proponents of ITQ fisheries and community-managed fisheries, both of which favour current resource users over the general public. This is a dubious position to take in many real world fisheries where the existing users have typically been the recipients of decades of massive subsidies and state granted monopolies [18] . It also takes for granted the existence of some redistribution systems (income taxes are usually put forward as solving the problem), while ignoring the fact that most fisheries benefit from special tax treatment and tax exemptions (subsidies) that prevent this redistribution. If fisheries were truly a common pool resource then everyone who is excluded from participating in the fishery should have a say and in keeping with Hardin's dislike of moral suasion should get some sort of payment or quid pro quo for their exclusion. This also implies a vote or some sort of democratic decision making process instead of a top down instituted regulatory or property regime.
Point Fourteen
Hardin also identified what he viewed as the major challenges facing efforts to reform the status quo:
Whenever a reform measure is proposed it is often defeated when its opponents triumphantly discover a flaw in it. As Kingsley Davis has pointed out, worshippers of the status quo sometimes imply that no reform is possible without unanimous agreement, an implication contrary to historical fact. (…) Reform rejected due to: (i) that the status quo is perfect; or (ii) that the choice we face is between reform and no action; if the proposed reform is imperfect, we presumably should take no action at all, while we wait for a perfect proposal.(…) Once we are aware that the status quo is action, we can then compare its discoverable advantages and disadvantages with the predicted advantages and disadvantages of the proposed reform, discounting as best we can for our lack of experience. ([1], p. 1247) .
We think this bias towards maintaining the status quo is present in fisheries policy literature and (more importantly) fisheries management decisions. For example this quote from a piece advocating the introduction of ITQs and the grandfathering of existing users instead of an auction [10] makes the following argument:
Consequently, even in particular empirical cases; there can be no a priori reason to sacrifice economic efficiency, i.e., reduces the total quantity of goods available, for a more fair distribution of the remaining goods. This is not because distribution doesn't matter. The reason is that distributional considerations can, at least in principle and often in practice, be taken care of without reducing efficiency in production. Thus, it appears that those who want to sacrifice economic efficiency should be required to prove (i) that the gain in fairness outweighs the loss in production and (ii) no other ways to a fairer distribution exist. (emphasis added) ( [12] , p. 5).
Arnason [10] is attempting to take the status quo (existing license holders) as the baseline and any change to that baseline as flawed and having to prove itself.
Finally, Hardin also has an interesting point to make about enclosures:
Every new enclosure of the commons involves the infringement of somebody's personal liberty. Infringements made in the distant past are accepted because no contemporary complains of a loss. It is newly proposed infringements that we vigorously oppose; cries of "rights" and "freedom" fills the air. But does "freedom" mean? When men mutually agreed to pass laws against robbing, mankind became freer, not less so…I believe it was Hegel who said, "Freedom is the recognition of necessity." ([1], p. 1248)
We think this point is relevant because it directly contradicts statements made by proponents advocating ITQs regarding auctions or taxes to extract resource rent as not respecting earned but not formally recognized moral property right ( [19] , p. 175).
Conclusions
We believe that Hardin had a lot more to say about the use and regulation of resources like fisheries than he is given credit for. He is typically just name dropped into articles so that authors can use the phrase "tragedy of the commons" to invoke the specter of looming catastrophe and then tie that to whatever solution they have proposed. We think there is a lot in the essay that either contradicts or greatly complicates the arguments he is cited as an authority for. Actually reading the article reveals that private property and privatization was not the solution he was necessarily pushing. Hardin ends on a quote from Marx about Hegel. We will end on one as well.
